My name is Sandy Yudith Guevara Sifontes. I
consider

myself

a

happy,

restless,

lively,

independent and fighter distracted. Despite the
obstacles that arise, I have the ability to face and
overcome them. It is not easy, but I think that
regretting situations does not help much. We must
seek solutions and reach out to others to support us
and to move forward, I know that I am resilient to the
different situations in my life. Because there are
good people in my life who believe in me, but I have
learned to do my thing mostly, on my own.

Some of my hobbies:
See educational series, (at this moment I am seeing
the good doctor), the Health area calls me a lot, in
addition to the analysis that professionals from
different areas have their private lives but that this
cannot affect their work, I am one of the people who
can see any kind of thing and I will always make a
comparison of real life and return to the good of what
I see, I like to do that since I am clear about something and that phrase is very proper which
says: " You learn from the bad and the good must be improved ”since we are constantly
learning, we must not see anything less useful, all of us just have to know when we are
going to use that information.

Exercising I like this healthy and fit.

Having good conversations on different topics, since people, even if they do not have a
professional career, have a lot of wisdom and things that we are not taught in educational
institutions we learn from life.

I am drawn to extreme sports such as: climbing, amusement parks such as roller coasters,
parachuting, camping , among others. From the aforementioned, I have only done the last,
and I have done it because the university has taken us to some places due to evaluative
activities of some chairs, I really like nature.

I study at the University of El Salvador studying 4th year of the Bachelor's Degree in Social
Work despite the difficulties thanks to the Nuestra Señora de la Presentation Parish in
conjunction with the CIS, we have a physical space where we can meet, since there is
residential internet and technological equipment (computers). And these benefits,
personally, I am taking advantage of them in a great way since I have a greater chance of
receiving my classes and investigating in depth the topics that they provide me for
homework. I thank God infinitely for belonging to this scholarship program and for putting it
in my life, because thanks to you I can continue my higher education in a better way.
Tell them that last October 5, 2020, I had to expose together with my work team, in an openchamber lecture on a respective topic. And with the authorization of the promoter, we met
at the CIS house, since it was a debate, we were doing it against another team, the point is
that we did our presentation well and the graduate congratulated us as a group because we
had done it as we were He requested, it was to the only group that I congratulate him directly
before the entire plenary session, I am not boasting but I do recognize that this was possible
thanks to the fact that we have the space and the technological tools to be able to do it that
way, he only wants the provision of us as students. That achievement was not only due to
me or the work of my team, but thanks to you because we made it possible because we had
the resources available thanks to your help towards us, as scholarship recipients. May God
bless you greatly.
Work team

Source: Photograph taken by a member external to the work team.

Thank you very much for supporting us because I am clear
about something, each of the people who contribute
financially so that we as scholarship holders can continue
with our studies, so that our living conditions are better later
and that we are good professionals with a humanistic sense
and be in the constant struggle for social justice, to benefit
the great majorities and not be individualists, perhaps the
latter is not like that or yes, but it is clear that something, that
they want to change our lives and that speaks very much of
the excellent human beings that they are . I know that many
of you do not know us in person just from photos and despite
not knowing who we are, you support us, really thank you very much being in this scholarship
program has positively impacted my life, not everything has been rosy, but I really hope you
believe me when I say thanks to your support we have achieved many things, you are greatly
appreciated.
I hope and God bless you greatly and that everything you do or undertake in your personal
and work life is successful!!!
Blessings.

